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Angle of
ATTACK

HOLIDAY DRIVING

The Christmas and New Year holiday season in-
variably brings a sharp increase in accidental
deaths and injuries. Last year, three TAC people
died in automobile accidents between 20
December 1974 and 5 January 1976 - tragic
losses during an otherwise joyous season.

Several conditions combine to make these holi-
day periods particularly dangerous. More people
travel to visit friends and relatives. There is
increased exposure to crowded highways, bad
weather and longer hours of darkness. Combine
these with an increased consumption of alcohol
(involved in two of last year's mishaps) and we
have an accident looking for a place to happen.
One more factor has been added the 55-mile-
per-hour speed limit. While this lower speed limit
has saved lives, it can also increase the time
drivers spend behind the wheel. We cannot cover
the same distances as before without taking
more time and becoming more fatigued.

Commanders, functional managers and super-

COL J.D. MOORE
Chief of Safely

visors, with the help of their safety people,
should plan now to combat holiday deaths with
an aggressive safety education program Initiate a
"Lights on for Safety" program for the Christmas
and New Year holidays. Recommend that drivers
of both government and privately-owned vehicles
drive with headlights on during the day Lights
increase other drivers' safety awareness and
make vehicles easier to see. especially in bad
weather And during the dawn/twilight hours,

Safety education works - if applied
conscientiously and enthusiastically. Use the tips
offered in the article on page 20 of this issue.
Stress the importance of sobriety and allowing
ample time for travel. Films, posters, newspaper
articles and vehicle inspection programs are
some of the other tools available to commanders
and supervisors. Death never takes a holiday
let's bring 'ern back alive at the end of '75

Have a good one! or.

TAC ATTACK 3
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By Maj Wiley E. Greene 
162 TFTG 
Ariz ANG 

a bu 
~ of wor 

Once upon a time. in the land 
of Nod. there dwelt a most rich 
and powerful King. Being both 
rich and powerful. it was 
necessary for him to equip and 
maintain a large contingent of 
Mounted Horse. As is the wont 
of Mounted Horse. a weekend 
jaunt in t he country was 
scheduled on the Monthly. con
firmed on the Weekly and 
checked on the Daily. (The King 
became very angry if the 
procedure or the tail number 
changed in any way. shape or 
form .) And so it was that one of · 
the Mounted Horse did gallop 
through the countryside. 

Over fields of snow. leaping 
past green forests. onward he 
rode until finally stopping to 
rest at one of the King's Stables 
by the Sea . A day of Rye and 

Rest (one day to be called "R 
and R") and One of the 
Mounted Horse chose to return 
to his castle. The King. with 
much cajoling and begging by 
the Barons of each region. had 
built stables across the land so 
that his Mounted Horse could 
be dispersed for training. alert. 
and all sorts of wondrous 
reasons. and these stables were 
very good for obtaining 
sustenance for the wandering 
Horse. Marvin the Marvel had 
even given the King's Stables 
marvelous ways of talking to 
each other. The One of 
Mounted Horse talked to King's 
Stable One and he could not 
go there because the Keeper of 
the Stable feared the arrival of 
the King's Helpers. The One of 
Mounted Horse spoke with 
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•• .night of the iguana 
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King's Stab le Two and he could 
not go there because the 
Keeper of the Stable wanted 
only Messengers of the King to 
use his Facetious Facility. The 
Roya l Weather at Stables Three. 
Four and Five were royally rot
ten and Horse wouldn't like it 
so One of Mounted Horse had 
to look far afield to find a Sta
ble of Suitable Status . Finding 
one was not easy. and the 
distance was one to stretch the 
capability of Horse's Stomach . 
But the Royal Weather was 
Field Grade and One of 
Mounted Horse rode into the 
Setting Sun. 

Voices of the Grunts fo l lowed 
One of Mounted Horse as he 
traveled first across the Big 
Water and then the Land of Ga
tors. but it was as he entered 
the Land of Gators that One of 
Mounted Horse became 
concerned. Wind of the West 
had become angry and was 
making it most difficult for 
Horse to make his way . As it 
was. in the Land of Gators that 
One of Mounted Horse was 
denied the use of the King's 
Stables . so he and Horse 
pushed forward . Voices of the 
Grunts spoke reassuringly of 
Royal Weather in the Land of 
Tall Words . Although One of 
Mounted Horse was suspicious. 
for it was one of the Grunts 
that proclaimed that Wind of 
the West was happy that day, 
he sat easy and waited for the 
banners of King 's Stable Twelve 
to break the horizon. Be ing 
smarter than the average Bear 
and well trained in the Art of 
Subterfuge. One of Mounted 
Horse attempted to ta lk to Sta
ble Twelve's Watcher of the 
Weather . But there was no talk 

from Stable Twelve. Voice of 
the Grunt suggested that One 
of Mounted Horse get with it 
and steer Horse towards the 
stable . which was done . Horse 
was getting hungry and One of 
Mounted Horse was glad to 
hear the Voice of Stable Twelve 
Grunt. but was startled to hear 
that Field Grade Weather had 
turned into Five Hundred and 
One w ith Blowing Snow. A 
naughty word came to mind 
when asked what his intentions 
were. but One of Mounted 
Horse didn't get to say it for 
Fate then crumped the UHF. 
Knowing that Horse was too 
hungry to make it to the Al
ternate Stable. One of Mounted 
Horse quickly steered Horse 
onto the Path of TACAN and 
silently promised to make an 
offering to any Good Fairy who 
would get him onto the Stable 
Grounds without breaking 
something. His promise was 
heard for One of Mounted 
Horse was shown the Light of 
the Strobe and Horse was 
gently guided to his stall. Sta
ble Twelve Weather Watcher 
l ater declared " Below 
Minimums" and One of 
Mounted Horse quietly drifted 
to the Club. 

(Horse and One of Mounted 
Horse spoke of their adventure 
only after many moons had 
passed over their Home 
Drome.} 

Now it is the Time of Flaky 
Weather once again and One of 
Mounted Horse comes forth to 
leave these Wondrous Words 
to History: 

"Fear not as you wander 
across the countryside for few 
peasants are hostile . but look 
to your Horse and do not short 
his stomach. Verily I say to you 
that if all of your eggs are in 
one basket they will be scram-

bled ." "'i• 
DECEMBER 1975 



TACTICAL AIR COMMAND

AIRCREWMEN of
Or' 10 October 1975, Captain Gilbert and

Second Lieutenant Connell, a student crew in the
F-4E, had completed a live DART firing and were
returning to base On GCA base leg. Captain Gil-
bert lowered the landing gear and Lieutenant
Connell immediately noticed that the main gear
was down and locked, but the nose gear indi-
cated unsafe. He advised Captain Gilbert, who
recycled the gear in an attempt to get a down
and locked indication. The main gear retracted
and locked, but the nose gear remained unsafe.
At this time, they noticed a master caution light,
a check hydraulic gauges light and zero utility hy-
draulic pressure. Captain Gilbert flew the aircraft
past the tower and was advised that the nose
gear was cocked down at a 45' angle.

Captain Gilbert accomplished emergency gear
lowering procedures while Lieutenant Connell
read the appropriate emergency checklist. Main
gear indicated down and locked, but the nose
gear still indicated unsafe. They were joined by a
chase pilot who confirmed that the nose year
was cocked down at about 45' Captain Gilbert
porpoised the aircraft in an unsuccessful attempt
to get the nose gear down. During this time, the
runway was being foamed for their landing. A
practice straight -in approach was flown, so that
Captain Gilbert and Lieutenant Connell could fa-
miliarize themselves with the foam strip. Another
straight in was flown to landing. The aircraft was
landed short of the foam, the nose gently
lowered into the foam, and then the drag chute
was deployed. Directional control was maintained
by judicious use of emergency brakes. After the
aircraft came to rest, the crew shut down the
engines and egressed normally. Due to Captain
Gilberts accurate touchdown, exceptional skill in
easing the nose down to the runway, and keep-
ing the aircraft in the foam, damage was limited
to scraping of the 20mm cannon muzzle fairing.

Excellent crew coordination, professional
judgement, and skill resulted in recovery of a
valuable combat aircraft with minimum damage.
Their actions qualify Captain Gilbert and
Lieutenant Connell for this month's TAC Air-
crewmen of Distinction Award

DISTINCTION

do

Capt William H. Gilbert
4501st Tactical Fighter
Replacement Squadron
56th Tactical Fighter Wing
Mac0111AFB Fla

2d Lt Thomas M. Connell
4501st Tactical Fighter
Replacement Squadron
56th Tactical Fighter Wing
MacDill AFB Fla
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It is not enough to do good; 
one must do it the right way. 

John Viscount Morley 

~TTITUDE tHEtK 
Everything looked normal as t he A-7 took off. At 
approximately 1 700 feet AGL. the SLUF entered 
the clouds. As a left turn was initiated. the ADI 
"froze" in pitch and bank - without warning or 
failure indications. The heading portion of the 
ADI operated normally. but pitch and bank 
references were frozen in a level flight attitude. 
The ADI "OFF" flag did not appear nor did the 
IMS "DUMP" or " IMS NOT ALIGN" lights 
illuminate . Fortunately. the jock had a quick 
crossc heck. noticed the malfunction. and caged 
his eyeballs to the standby attitude indica
tor(which was operating normally) before a dan
gerous attitude was attained. 

Although the A-7 D's AD I off-flag warning 
system is designed to actuate when the system 
encounters IMS power failure. indicator failure. 
or general power failure . it is obvious there are 
certai n insidious malfunctions that can occur. 
These can be bad news to the jock who is slow 
on the gauges. 

Oklahoma City ALC is conducting an in-depth 
investigation of not only how a failure of this 
type can occur. but more importantly. how to 
give the pilot some sort of indication that his 
primary attitude reference has failed. whatever 
the failure mode is. 

Whether you're flying a SLUF. Phantom. Thud. 
Aardvark or whatever. remember to inc lude the 
standby attitude indicator in your crosscheck. It 
could ruin your whole day if you don't. 

8 

interest items, 
mishaps 

with morals, 
for the 

TAC aircrewman 

TIGER S~VES TIGER 
The F-5E was practicing low approaches to 

burn down fuel to landing weight. On the third 
approach. the Tiger II did not get a safe indica
tion on the left main gear. Tower confirmed the 
gear was unsafe and anot her F-5 joined with tile 
incident aircraft. 

The flight depa rted the pattern and several at
tempts to lower the wheels were made using the 
alternate and normal gear lowering system ... 
neither worked. 

The pilot then attempted to break the gear 
loose with varying airspeed and G loads. Varying 
G loads up to 3.5G were applied with no effect. 
Gear extension speed was then exceeded and G 
loads increased in an attempt to get the wheels 
down. On the final attempt. the pilot accelerated 
to 295 KIAs at 12.000 feet MSL. rolled into 135 
degrees of bank and snatched 5.5Gs. The left 
main gear indicated safe ! The pilot immediately 
slowed below extension speed and executed a 
straight-in approach and landing without further 
difficulty. 

The left main gea r actuator connector con
necting pin had apparently backed out of the 
housing in flight and jammed against the aft 
well skin. This prevented both normal and al
ternate gear extension. G loads applied during 
attempt to lower the wheels caused the pin to 
rip through the skin in the wheel well and 
allowed the gear to extend. The roll pin in the 
gear assembly is designed to safety the actuator 
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connecting pin in position. The roll pin in the 
left wheel well of this aircraft was installed in 
the forward part of the cast ing. not the aft part 
as it should have been . In fact. the hole for the 
roll pin was misdrilled approximately two and 
one-half inches forward of its design position . 

Why did the jock over-G the aircraft in an at
tempt to lower the wheels? Because he knew 
his aircraft well and knew that if he did not get 
that gear down he would have to eject. Rather 
than just following the procedures and jettison
ing the aircraft. he did that little bit extra ... and 
as a result. proved himself a real tiger and saved 
a valuable aircraft. 

0-2 SENDS lAU-68 PCS 
On the first pass after enter ing the range. the 

Oscar-Deuce driver mistaken ly selected Right 
Outboard "drop" instead of " fire" on the arma
ment control panel. The rocket pod was armed. 
the 0-2 cleared in hot. and the jock squeezed 
the trigger. Result? One each LAU-68 rocket 
launcher and seven 2 .75 rockets dropped off of 
the right outboard wing station ... unscorable at 
six. It seems as if we carry at least one article 
per month on this or similar subjects. Yet people 
cont inue to fail to use their checklists . Do the 
JOb rjght. 

TAC ATTACK 

C-IJO NOSE JOB 
A C-1 30 got a nose job recently because of 

switchology problems . The Herky was taxiing for 
takeoff when the crew heard loud humming 
noises that seemed to be emanating from under 
the f light deck. The aircraft was stopped and an 
onboard observer scanned the nosewheel well 
area through the observation area . Nothing 
unusual was spotted. so the observer deplaned 
for a look-see. He noticed the radome was on 
fire! The crash crew responded quickly to the 
rad io call and extinguished the fire . but not 
before the hurt Herky had received unauthorized 
plastic surgery to its proboscis . 

It seems the Nav had inadvertently positioned 
the radome anti-icing switch to the AUTO posi 
tion . and when the engineer ran his prop and 
engine anti-icing check during the taxi checklist. 
bleed air to the radome did its dirty deed. The 
switch is placarded and a caution note 1n 

Chapter 4 of the C-130 Dash-One warns of t h1s 
problem. so it's up to you guys to prevent ra
dome overheat/fire. This isn 't the first time this 
has happened. but with your help. it could be 
the last. 

No. we aren't trying to horn in on MAC FLYER. 
Lest you fighter jocks forget. TAC still has Herky 
gunships. Combat Talons and ABCCC birds ... 
and for you '130 guys. keep in touch! We need 
your inputs. -EO ...... 
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EMERGENCY SITUATION 
TRAINING A-7 
By Capt Marty Steere 
HQ TAC/SEPP 
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SITUATION 

You're doing confidence maneuvers in your SLUF 
at 15,000 feet. As you retard the throttle at the com
pletion of one maneuver, the RPM remains at 99 
percent. Throttle movements have no effect on RPM 
- wadda' ya' gonrta' do now, Bunky? 

OPTIONS: 

A. Don't do anything and it will go away. 
B. RTB and execute a stuck throttle approach. 
C. Attempt to retard the throttle to the idle posi
tion and switch to manual fuel. 
D. Get out of the simulator and tell the instructor 
you have to go fly. 

ANALYSIS: 

Option A works for us paper pushers and bean 
counters at headquarters nest, but if you don't do 
something fairly soon you'll run out of JP-4 and 
have to take the silk chute route home. Option D 
would work if you are in a simulator, but you're not. 
Option B may have some merit if your problem is 
really a stuck throttle. But there's no sense shutting 
down the only engine you've got 5,000 feet from the 
end of the runway if you really don't have a stuck 
throttle. How do you find out? Option C, of course. 

Throttle movement with no corresponding RPM 
change may be indicative of a defective fuel control 
unit. Since there are no restrictions in moving the 
fuel control selection switch from NORM to MAN, 
we can do it even if the RPM is high. The Dash-One 
also recommends that if the throttle position and the 
engine speed are mismatched, to retard the throttle 
to id le before switching from normal to manual or 
back unless the emergency situation dictates 
otherwise. If a defective fuel control was the pro
blem, you're back in business and can land with the 
fan going. If not, you're back to Option B. But that's 
another story. 

So before trying the stuck throttle approach, make 
sure you do have a stuck throttle. Try going manual 
fuel and check out the fuel control. ,., ... 
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F-4 MARK III Anti-
Skid System Update

By Capt Marty Steere, F-4 SPO

Some hot poop on the Mark Ill anti-skid
system just came in. As most of you know. the
Mark Ill improvement is derived from smooth,
modulated valve operation and crossover pro-
tection which prevents wheel lock-up on a wet
runway. The new system can be energized at
higih speed, without apprehension of a locked
wheel.

In its present state, the Mark III system
improved F-4 wet runway braking performance
by 7.4 to 1 2.7 percent and dry runway perfor-
ma!nce by 9 to 13 percent. The manufacturer
stares that a minor valve change will provide a
further increase in system response and braking
effectiveness ... an additional 7 to 10 percent!
Testing is underway to confirm this.

The following test results show the F-4 stop-
ping distance and percent improvement ve-
locities comparing present Mark II with the new
Mark III system.

TAC ATTACK

Brakes on
Velocity

Total Distance (Feet)

Wet Runway
Mark II 1 Mark III

Dry Runway I

Percent
Improvement

Delivery of Mark III anti-skid system TCTO kits
began last month at a rate of 100 kits per
month. Installations will be at field level and an
18-month installation schedule is planned.

We'd like to give our special thanks to a

former HQ TAC F-4 SPO. Lt Col Burt Miller. He
was instrumenta! in pushing this mod through.
Burt has traded in his B-B stacker and bean
counter for a Starfighter at Luke. His efforts to
get the MK Ill system may save a lot of Phantom
jocks from riding the wild rhinoceros down a
wet runway sideways. *Oh

11
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Emeraency Land~na 

w~-eh •ose-Gear Re-erac-eed 

While perusing the mass of papers on my desk. 
I came across an article by the folks at General 
Dynamics on "Emergency Landing With Nose
Gear Retracted ." It has a good discussion of 
which procedure is preferred and why. So. here 
it is ... hope you like it as much as I did . 

The current 1F-111( )-1 Flight Manual 
emergency procedures recommend an ap
proach-end barrier engagement (AEBE) for a nose
gear-up landing . To date. there have been four 
cases where well executed landings have been 
made without using the barrier and one landing 
using the barrier. Damage was similar in all 
cases ... with or without barrier use. 

WHICH PROCEDURE IS PREFERRED? 

After review of the previous analysis and up
dating the study. General Dynamics still recom
mends the AEBE as the nose-gear-up emergency 
procedure if landing gross weight is within the 
available barrier capability and runway. weather 
and aircraft conditions permit. 

What are the advantages of a Barr ier Engage
ment? 

1. AEBE applies positive control to the aircl'aft 
throughout the slide. 

2 . Potentially less aircraft damage. 
3 . Provides more precise foam placement a nd 

fire / rescue equ ipment location . 
4 . Reduces the risk of fire from both hot 

brakes / wheels and friction as brakes are lnot 
used and the aircraft sliding distance on runvvay 
is much less . 

AEBE PROCEDURE 

1. Touchdown in center of runway. 400 to 
600 feet short of the cable . 

2 . Prior to cable engagement. lower aire l-aft 
nose to a leve l attitude . 

3 . Do not app ly brakes . 
4 . Immediately af t er cable engagemen t. 

smoothly f ly the nose to the runway while i3ir
speed for control is available . 

DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 presents a diagram of the force s act
ing on the aircraft and rotating about the m:ain 

Figure 1 FORCE DIAGRAM WITH MLG ON RUNWAY AND NLG RETRACTED 
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FOAM STRIP 
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Figure 2A 

ASSUMPTIONS: 

1. NOSE LEVEL ATTITUDE AND MAIN GEAR ON RUNWAY, NLG RETRACTED 

2. 5,000 LBS FUEL (G.W. ~ 52,100 Lbs) AND C.G. ~ JB% AND 26° WING 

WITH BARRIER 
ENGAGEMENT 

(Nose Contact wi th Runway with NLG Up) 

1.0 1.5 

WITHOUT BARRIER ENGAGEMENT 

;-------,,.---'CONFIGURATION: 
G.W. ~ 53,100 LBS 
e.G. = 38% 
HOR TAIL = 25° (Full Up) 
FLAPS/SLATS = OOWN 
ENGINES = IDLE 
MAIN GEAR ON RUNWAY 
NOSE GEAR RETRACTED 

CONTROLLABLE 

NOTE : 

THE NOSE IS CONTROLLABLE TO A 
LOWER SPEED WITH A NOSE HIGH 
ATTITUDE, BUT WHEN THE LOSS OF 
CONTROL OCCURS, THE NOSE WILL 
RAPIDLY DROP THROUGH AT THE 
HIGHER ANGLES OF ATTACK 

Figure 2 NOSE IMPACT VELOCI TIES USING RECOMMENDED TE CHN IQUES WITH & WITHOUT 
BARRIER ENGAGEMENT WITH NOSE GEAR RETRACTED 

gear (not about the aircraft C.G .). Since aircraft 
gross weight (W) is such a dominant factor in 
the reaction forces. especially as airspeed and 
li ft decrease. it is recommended that the fuel 
remaining be decreased to 5.000 lbs or less and 
26 degrees wing be used for landing . This will 
move the center-of- gravity (C .G.) aft wh ich will 
dec rease the moment arm of the (W) facto r. 

Figure 2 presents a comparison of the 
p redicted nose impa ct veloc ities with and 
w ithout AEBE. The following techniques are 
recommended to minimize the nose impact ve
locity. 

1. When the AEBE is used. smoothly fly the 
nose down to the runway by easing the stick 
back as the nose starts down immediately after 
engaging the cable . Continue to use back-stick 
until contact is made with the runway. 

2 . When barrier is not used . establish ap
proximately 10 degrees TEU horizontal tail posi
ti on as the foam is approached with the main 
gear on the runway and hold until -2 degrees 
angle-of-attack is reached . then apply ful l back
st ick to minimize the impact velocity. Apply 
brakes with anti-skid engaged after getting the 
nose on the runway. If c rosswind factors above 

TAC ATIACK 
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Figure 3 

80 100 120 140 160 
AIRSPEED - KIAS 

MINIMUM SPEED TO HOLD NOSE UP AT SPECIFIED 
ANGLE OF ATTACK 

5 knots are present. spray the foam as shown 1n 
Figure 2A as the aircraft will tend to 
weathervane to the downwind side of the 
runway centerline during the slide on the foam . 

Figure 3 presents the minimum airspeed for 
which enough tail power is available to hold the 
aircraft at a desired angle-of-attack (at a given 
gross weight and center-of-gravity) with the 
main gear on the runway. 

Other very significant facts / trends revealed 
during the analysis are: 

1. The barrier inputs a moderate nose-up mo
ment into the aircraft. (Reference Figure 1 ). 

2 . The nose must be lowered to the runway 
above a minimum airspeed to minimize the im
pact velocity (Reference Figure 3) . 

3. The toal energy to be dissipated through 
f r iction (aircraft sliding on the runway) when the 
barrier is utilized is only 1 / 3 of the amount to 
be dissipated without the barrier . 6 j·• 
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SURVIVAl KIT BlUES 
Two egress technicians went to a Phantom to 

remove the aft seat bucket and facilitate a bat
tery change. One technician stood on a 8-1 
stand reading the checklist; the other was work
ing in the rear cockpit. Everything went well 
until the technician in the rear cockpit attempted 
to disconnect the emergency harness release 
handle link from the sear of the guillotine firing 
mechanism. 

What happened? Instead of lifting the 
guillotine safety pin with bot h hands to discon
nect the I ink. the safety pin was I ifted with one 
hand and the emergency harness release was 
lifted with the other. The safety pin unexpectedly 
came out of the sear and the tension being ap
plied to the emergency release immediately fired 
the guillotine cartridge . 

OK. but the guys were following the checklist
right? Yes . they were - but the procedures in the 
checklist are presented in the shortest practical 
form for use by qualified personnel and are not 
intended to provide full technical instructions. 
Detailed instructions are given in the basic Tech 
Order and should be known by qualified person
nel. If you are not absolutely sure of the detailed 
procedures. refer to the Tech Order. 

ENGINE SPECIAliSTS MAKE PilOTS 
SMilE 

An F-4E was on the trim pad for troubleshoot
ing an engine write-up . Prio r to engine run . the 
engine specialist performed a thorough FOD in
spection and noted a small nick on a first stage 
compressor blade . The nick appeared to be 
within tolerances and inspections by three dif-

14 

ferent supervisors revealed no damage to th e 
next four stages . 

A decision was then made to open the inlet 
guide vanes (IGV) to make a positive check of 
the succeeding compressor stages. After the 
IGVs were opened. damage to the sixth stage 
compressor blade was found . The engine case 
was removed and the 14th stage compressor 
blades were found to be damaged. 

Even though the engine had damaged blades. 
it appeared to be operating normally . The 
damaged blades were not the cause of the 
original engine write-up. It is not known how 
long the engine would have continued t o 
operate with this type of damage . Fortunatel y, it 
was found before one of our jocks had to fly the 
Phantom back to the home drome sans one 
en g me . 

The people at this unit showed they are true 
professionals . They didn 't take the easy way out. 
Even though no ser ious damage was apparent at 
first they expended a lot of time and effort 
checking for further damage ... and it paid off. A 
"good on ya ." 

FIZZlED SIDEWINDER 
The munitions load crew loaded an AIM-9 on 

the AER0-38 launcher. During the scheduled 
mission. the aircrew performed several AIM-9 
attacks and the captive missile operated nor
ma lly. 

When downloading the missile. the crew 
noticed burn marks on the guidance and control 
unit and no captive missile adapter plug in 
stalled . The squib had functioned and the gas 
generator grain expended . 

Looks like another failure to follow Tech Data. 
This time it cost Uncle Sam $3,258.00. TO 1 F-
4C-33-1-2. para 11-8. step 2 states : " Install 
captive adapter ." Let's save some of those hard
earned tax dollars and conserve our combat ca
pability-- use Tech Data . 
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without clothes in the land of snows 

The pilots of an F -4 (another command}. recently lost their clothes en route to the cold 
country from a Southern U.S, location . The Phantom took off as number three in a fo ur
ship during the early morning darkness. After the sun came up. another aircraft noticed 
number th ree's cargo carrier was missing . The separated cy linder was located on 
a beach near the departure base . 

What happened? You're right ... failure to follow Tech Data . Step 1 B of TO 1 F-4C-35 Cl-
9. (accessory insta llation) was not fol lowed . A dril led bolt. castel lated nut and cotte r pin were 
not insta lled . 

Not using Tech Data resu lted in not only the loss of the cargo carrier. but two slightly chilled 
jocks . Use Tech Data .. . it'l l give everyone a warm feeling. 
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THE FliGHT BEFQAE ~ 

Now listen closely and you shall hear, 
The strangest tale in many a year. 

The story of how, on a Christmas long past, 
My meeting with Santa was nearly my last. 

CANTO I 
T was the flight before Christmas 
And from all o'er the base, the crew had assem
bled 
For the flight to take place. 
The pilot was busy preflighting 

the craft, 
Checking fuel load and compasses, 

fl ight plans and raft . 
He was weary and worn , but with 

no thought of bed, 
For visions of home danced 

'round in his head. 
Our baggage was stowed w ith the 

usual care, 
In hopes for a smooth ride through 

unstable air. 
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And I in my hardhat with chinstrap 
pulled tight, 

Settled down in my comfortable 
seat on the right . 

The crew climbed aboard t hrough 
the new-fallen snow, 

All ca refree and happy and 
anxious to go. 

With checklists completed (we 
knew them by heart ), 

I raised up a thumb -- we were 
ready to start. 

Then out on the w ing there arose 
such a clatter, 

That I turned in my seat to 
see what was the matter. 

All engines were high time, but 
for th is hop they'd run, 

We got clearance to taxi, the 
flight had begun! 

The moonlight, ref lected by 
new-fallen snow, 

Gave the ice on the runway a cold, 
eerie glow. 

Now lurching, now skating, to the 
duty we slid, 

And conducted our runup in a 
slight starboard skid. 

We got clearance to take off, climb 
and report, 

And I hoped as we rolled that we 
wou ldn 't abort. 

We swerved and we slithered, 
then at once we could tell, 

That we'd broken ground safely 
and had wheels in the well. 
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CANTO II 
IFR was the way that our flight 

plan decreed, 
And relieved after takeoff, 

we put down our beads. 
Then all settled down to t he 

tedium of flight, 
Lookouts peering sharp toward the 

depths of the night. 
The sky was so dark, there was 

barely a light, 
From stars or moon to guide us 

just right . 
" Fear not," said our pilot, his 

voice calm and dry, 
" Always travel on gages -- 'tis the 

one way to fly ." Then suddenly what, to my 

eyes should appear, 
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But a miniature sleigh and eight 
t iny reindeer. 

Closing fast from below -- we had 
to be quick, 

For I knew we were about to 
collide with St. Nick! 

" Pull up! " I screamed, my hair 
all on end, 

" Great snakes! Christmas Eve! 
Will this be our end?" 

Lucky for us, my reflexes were 
qu ick, 

I gave a great heave and pulled 
back on the stick. 

More rapid than eagles our courses 
converged, 

And as he whistled on by us, my 
heart gave a surge. 

Wit h reindeer in front and a 
small sleigh behind, 

It was too small a target for Center 
to find . 

We looked back with awe as he 
sped through the night, 

With no visible means to sustain 
him in f light. 

And I shuddered to think of the 
Yuletides to come, 

And the damage to all that might 
have been done. 

My fr iend, it was truly an incident 
rare, 

And in silence we churned on 
through the night air . 

Silent and pensive, no longer 
carefree, 

Each one stra ining his eyes 
through the darkness to see. 
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THE FLIGHT BEFORE 
CHRISTMAS 

Overcome by the thought of whom 
we had met, 

We finished the flight. our palms 
damp with sweat. 

The landing was smooth, executed 
with skill, 

We rolled to the line and shut 
down the mill. 

tANTO Ill 
Then we trudged through the 

snow to report to Base Ops, 
Glad to be done with the most 

hectic of hops. 
" A near-miss!" the DO surprisedly 

cried, 
You'd better believe it," our 

pilot replied . 
Then the questioning started, and 

'midst all the fuss, 
A great ruckus commenced on 

the roof above us. 
There's no dancing allowed on the 

roof at Base Ops, 
But something was there and it 

pulled out all stops. 
The noise shook Ops from 

ceiling to floor . 
And without wasting time I jerked 

open the door. 
We were startled, dumbfounded, 

completely surprised, 
For there stood St. Nick, right 

in front of our eyes! 

He was over age for a stick, and 
too fat to boot, 

With a crazy fur collar on a red - poopy suit. His 
beard was the wildest, his 

hardhat insane, 
His hair snowy white, 

a tousled old mane. 
Nodding t'ward the roof, he spoke 

rather warily; 
"Have to park my team, but just 

temporarily." 
Then he entered and said with 

h is voice in a hiss, 
"Where the hell do I go to report 

a near-miss?" 
"Check with the SOF, 

he 'll give you a form." 
The old boy roared 'Thanks," 

his voice like a storm. 
He strode to the desk, slammed 

his fist without pause, 
And cried,"Service, young fellow, 

don't snit Santa Claus !" 



t~NTO IV 

Then he spoke not a word, but 
went straight to his work, 

And filled out the forms -- how 
his pencil did jerk. 

Our pilot worked calmly, he was 
no fool. 

While Santa struggled and snorted, 
losing all of his cool. 

Our pilot, an eagle, then lifted 
his face, 

And said, " It was your fault; 
you were in my airspace." 

Santa 's face got all red and he 
threw up his hands, 

" My fault," he roared, " You didn't 
check NOTAMS! " ' 

The NOTAMS were handy, 
as they usually are, 

And there was Santa's notice -
he 'd filed special VFR. * 

*A specia l method of f iling, long . 
since obsolete . Revived only on Chnstmas 
Eve for a special purpose. 
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" Gee, Santa," gulped our eagle, 
"You sure have your proof, 

" This shows that it's easy for an 
old pro to goof!" 

Reassured of our intentions, 
Santa 's anger soon fled. 

His cheery smile came and his 
good humor spread. 

"Full well this shows 
how man goes amiss, 

But in aviation, you know, 
mistakes don't make bliss. 

But now I'm late, so all take 
heed. 

And learn all the things you'll ever 
need. 

Don 't be complacent, never 
assume, 

And on Christmas Eve, give me 
plenty of room." 

With a smile and a nod he went 
out in the snow, 

And we followed, all hating to see 
Santa go. 

Then laying his finger alongside 
his nose, 

To the roof of Base Ops he 
smooth ly arose. 

He called to his team, and with 
a wink on his face, 

Off they all flew, straight out into 
space. 

And we all heard him say 
as he drove out of sight, 

"Happy Christmas to all, 
and to all a safe flight!" 

By Lt Robert F. O'Colmer (Ret.) 
·and Robert Trotter -
with apologies to Clement Moore 
Courteay, Navy OACM 

••• 
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••• Going Home For the Holidays? 

Many TAC troops will soon be loading up the 
family sedan and heading home for the holidays . 
It is a joyous time and we all should relax and 
be happy and merry. For this very reason. we 
have to make sure we don't relax too much and 
become complacent or press a little. Nothing 
spoils the holiday spirit of love and good cheer 
as fast and completely as an accident. Yet. every 
season hundreds of such tragedies break into 
fam ily plans and cause unhappiness . Now. with 
the big season just around the corner. is a good 
time to resolve that our own carelessness will 
not be the cause of our own (or someone else's) 
grief. 

TAC bases. located throughout the U.S .. are 
affected by varying degrees of winter weather . 
Most of us will be exposed to some adverse 
driving weather if we take a trip . whether snow 
or rain . 

First of all. be sure your car is in top shape . 
Usually the owner's manual contains valuable in -
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formation. useful for cold weather operation . 
Here are a few things to check: 
• Inspect the entire cooling system and fill with 
ant ifreeze . 
• The electrical system may need your attention. 
The old battery that made it through the summer 
may not be adequate in frigid weather . 
• Make sure the tires are in good condition. A 
set of snow chains is good winter weather in
surance in most states . If you plan on using 
studded t ires . check state regulations . If you are 
traveling to Wisconsin. Minnesota or Michigan. 
you may not be able to use them . 
• Make sure there are no leaks in your exhaust 
system and the muffler is functioning properly. 
Never keep windows completely closed while at 
idle . 
• Ma ke sure that your heater and defroster 
operate eff iciently. If you have an air condi
tioner. remem ber it wi l l rapidly defog the interior 
of a car on a cool morning . 
• Install new windshield wipers . Add anti-
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freeze / solvent to your windshield washer 
reservoir. 

Usually. winter driving takes more time -
whether engine warmup or getting started and 
stopped . While the car is warming up. clear 
frost. ice and snow from the windows. Don 't 
forget the outside mirror. headlights and 
taillights . Adjust speed to road conditions. avoid 
sudden starts. stops and sharp turns . A sharp 
eye is needed to spot gla·re ice. black ice. or 
other slick spots . 

Brakes should be cautiously pumped to slow 
down or stop on slippery surfaces . 

Be mindful that other drivers are faced with 
the same driving problems you are. Watch the 
behavior of other vehicles with special alertness. 
Bad weather also af fects the behav ior of 
pedestrians . It makes walking more diffi cult and 
that hat or parka hood may reduce their abi l ity 
to hear and see. Be especially alert for them . 

The days are shorter and the 55 mph speed 
limit is being strictly enforced . Allow yourself 
plenty of time . Plan trips so that even an unex
pected delay won 't rush you . Do not start a trip 
when you are already tired . Rest up f irst . 

Use the safety belts . Be certain everyone has a 
belt and uses it (don't forget the shoulder har
nesses) . Children should be taught to always 
buckle up. Have a good. reliable restraining seat 
for infants too small for seat belts . 

* • * * 

Plan your trip well. Get your maps early and 
learn your route . Use interstate hj ghways 
whenever possible. These major thoroughfares 
are approximately three times safer than rural 
highways . Even though they are safer. they may 
present some particular problems : 
• Never back up on a freeway. If you miss your 
exit. go on to the next one . 

Be alert for highway hypnosis. Driving these 
highways is monotonous . 
• Watch your exit speed . Slow d own in 
deceleration lanes and exit at posted speeds. 
• When entering the freeway. accelerate and 
merge smoothly into the traffic flow - don't 
come to a complete stop unless absolutely 
necessary. 
• Always signal your intentions when changing 
lanes or exiting . 
• On two-lane sections . use left lane for passing 
only. Stay in right lane except to pass. 
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Driving may not be the only hazard you might 
encounter while going home for the holidays . If 
you are making an overnight stop. whether by 
camper or motel. and the unit has a separate oil 
or gas fired heating unit. check it out . See if it is 
working okay and make certain the combustion 
chamber is vented to the outside . If you have 
any doubts . don 't use the heater . Carbon 
monoxide is a silent. odorless killer . 

••• * 

Don 't pick up hitchhikers. That poor guy out 
there may look harmless and just needs a ride -
but. LET HIM WALK' Here are some startling 
facts : 

Some time back. New Jersey state troopers 
began checking turnpike hitchhikers and dis
covered that 163 were runaways.98 AWOL service
men . 7 inmates fleeing mental institutions and 
5 escaped convicts . The fingerprints of about 
500 others were on criminal records . A similar. 
smaller survey was conducted in a small Arizona 
town where lawmen were curious about the 
many hitchhikers that were passing through . Out 
of 100 hitchhikers. they discovered that 84 had 
criminal records . Twelve others were either ju
venile runaways or AWOL servicemen . ONLY 4 
OF THE 100 WERE WITHOUT POLICE 
RECORDS! 

There is no reason to feel any ob·ligation to 
these people . You wouldn't open your home to 
them. so why admit one to your car? 

And now. we come to the subject we always 
seem to talk about - ALCOHOL. Alcohol is in
volved in approximately one-third of all sports. 
recreational . and private motor vehicle ac
c idents . This is the season for good spirits. so 
we won't belabor the subject. But. if you 're go
ing to dr ink. be a social drinker. Social drinking 
IS : 

• A glass of wine to enhance a meal. 
• A drink or two while having fun . 
• Sipping and eating . 
• Drinking and talking with friends. 
• Never having to say you're sorry for what you 
did while drinking . 
• Knowing when to say WHEN . 
• Never drinking when driving . 
• If you need a drink just to be social . that's not 
social drinking . Have a good holiday and a safe 
trip . W e want you back alive! 

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR . 
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Fleag-

Every winter somewhere in the world an Air Force 
member gets run over on the flight line or on a road 
because his clothes were not reflectorized lAW TO 
14-1-4. Now is the time to check the TO, order the 
tape, and get the troops reflectorized -- before winter 
arrives with its short days and long nights. 
SMSgt Herbert C. Williams 
363AMS/ MAAV-SE 

Dear Sarge-

Thanks for your illuminating observation. For you 
guys that don't think you can be flattened by a fuel 
truck, tug, F-4, SOF vehicle, et a/, check out the 
photos. Get lit and live! 
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Fleag-

It's autumn again, and flying in adverse weather is 
a direct attempt to challenge Mother Nature. My 
personal Cherokee lies burnt and crumped on 
Granite Mountain, near Spokane - the result of an 
attempt by an inexperienced pilot to challenge the 
weather. The pilot was killed. A similar accident also 
occurred five days later. 

When will people learn (or have they ever been 
taught) that weather must be given the highest of 
priorities and respect, whether flying light aircraft or 
Air Force hot rockets? Recommend you stress the 
dangers of weather (and flight planning) either in 
your magazine or by T AC directives to all flying 
units. 

When will they learn? It's too late after you find 
yourself in a bad situation ... it's too late for these 
two guys. 
Capt Glenn D. Scott 
116 TCS, Oregon ANG 

Dear Glenn-
Right you are. Some people never learn ... except 

from experience. The problem with this system is 
that many people never survive round one. We will 
continue to pass on "war stories" of other jock's 
bouts with Mother Nature (or any potential hazard) 
and hope they take our word for it. Thanks for your 
contribution. 

HOW ABOUT YOUR AGE EQUIPMENT? 
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Bug Sma1het1, Glidetl 
By Capt Marty Steere, TAC/SEPP 

Irs a bright sunny day. Perfect for flying a 
cross-country. Mile High AFB is a perfect place 
to RON . In a few minutes you will be able to 
climb out of your Phantom and head for a frosty 
Coors. Haven't had one of those in months. The 
scene you see around you. as you clear the 
area. is the same as that in photo 1 .. . beautiful. 
What you don't know is that in approximately 
five seconds you and your Fox Four will occupy 
the same airspace at the same time as that 
glider .. . the one that's at 12 o'clock. 2.000 feet 
away! 

Photo 2 shows the bogey 2 .5 seconds later ... 
1.000 feet . Your problem now is to determine 
which direction the glider is heading if you need 
to take evasive action. and then take the action . 
All of this has to take place in the remaining 2.5 
seconds. 

If you do not see the glider or take the correct 
action. you may land with a new addition to your 
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and Othet Flying Thingg 
jet ... a glider outrigger wheel . if you are able to 
land at all (photos 3 and 4). In this instance. we 
were lucky and no one was injured . But what 
about the next time? Will you be as fortunate? 

The best way to prevent a potential mid -air is 
plann ing . How? Check the IFR Supplement and 
FLIP Planning for any notices concerning glider 
operations or l1ght aircraft activity in your desti
nation area . Look at a sect1onal map of the 
destination area . Are there any natural naviga
tion routes . i.e.. rivers. highways. pipelines. 
mountam passes. etc . near your destination? Are 
there any recreational areas nearby that would 
attract general aviation? Will the arrival routes to 
your destination take you near any departure / 
arrival routes for small civil airfields? By doing 
these things. you decrease your mid-air 
potent1al and increase your awareness of civil 
a1r traff1c near your arrival/departure base . 

Keep those Mod One eyeballs uncaged. There 
are bug-smashers. gliders. and other flying 
things out there that are difficult to see ... until it's 
too late . •\• 
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TACTICAL AIR COMMAND 

Maintenance Safe~ Award 
Sergeant Gary L. Tritt, 35th Organizational 
Maintenance Squadron, 35th Tactical Fighter Wing, 
George Air Force Base, California, has been selected 
to receive the Tactical Air Command Maintenance 
Safety Award for this month. Sergeant Tritt will 
receive a certificate and letter of appreciation from 
the Vice Commander. 

TACTICAL AIR COMMAND 

Airman First Class Paul Meza, 49th Organizational 
Maintenance Squadron, 49th Tactical Fighter Wing, 
Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico, has been 
selected to receive the Tactical Air Command Crew 
Chief A ward for this month. Airman Meza will 
receive a certificate and letter of appreciation from 
the Vice Commander, Tactical Air Command. 

TACTICAL AIR COMMAND 

Ground Safe!Y Award of the Quarter 
First Lieutenant Patrick F. Spinks, 4th Field 

Maintenance Squadron, 4th Tactical Fighter 
Wing, Seymour Johnson Air Force Base, North 
Carolina, has been selected to receive the 
Tactical Air Command Ground Safety Award for 
the third quarter, 1975. Lieutenant Spinks will 
receive a certificate and letter of appreciation 
from the Vice Commander, Tactical Air Com
mand. 
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DE - Baby Sm ers & Emergenc•es Feb 22 

DE - A1r D•sasters Feb 23 

FLYING SAFETY TT- Tanks a Lot Mar 9 

n -T-33 Catapult Initiator OUICk-DISCOnnect Mar 9 

TT - New Fl1p Planmng Jan 8 A Tnbute to the Mechan•c Mar 1D 

n - GCA and You Jan 9 Your Severe Weather Plan Mar 2D 

TT - When Thtngs Go Wrong Jan 9 DE - Shoppmg for a B1 cycle? Mar 22 

n - Flymg Safety IS Not Paramount Feb 4 DE - Dnnkmg and Dnvmg Ma r 22 

TT - T-33 Fuel Shortage Feb 8 DE - Fuzzy F~rst A1d T1ps Mar 22 

TT - Warnmg: The Surgeon General Has Determmed That OA- Self -Help Insoles Mar 23 

Stonng Stuff 1n F1ghters IS Dangerous to Your OA- I Can ... Canoe? Mar 23 

Health Feb 8 OA - Hunung & V•s•on Mar 23 

The Case of the D1sappearmg Lift Vector Feb 20 OA - Canoe T1ps Mar 23 

F-4 Sta lled Canop1es Feb 28 OA- T1ps on Drymg Out Boots/Shoes Mar 23 

EJeCtiOn Vectors Mar 4 Throw a Quarter on the Grass Apr 12 

Watch Ou t for the BS Mar 24 W1ll1e and Joe Apr FC 

Wake Turbulence Mar 28 W1lhe and Joe Apr 16 

TT - Lame AIMS Apr 8 I Told You So Apr 2D 

TT - Old Dog Learns New Tnck Apr 8 Flash Goes Splash May 4 

TT - A Helpmg Hand Apr 8 OSHA Superv1sor 1s Key to Acc1dent Prevent1on May 10 

TT - Crew Rest & Crew Duty Apr 9 Funn y Fotos May 16 

SC - F-1 1 1 Shazam Apr 18 Cross Country Capers or ... How I bombed at Willy May 18 

SC - Standard FormatiOns Apr 18 "But ... I D1dn't Wnte 11 UP" May 22 

Emergency S1tuat10n Trammg (F-1 00) Apr 19 Wanted May 28 

I told You So Apr 2D Fleagle May BC 

F- 111 Scopew1zardry Apr 22 A Second Chance Jun 4 

Flash Goes Splash May 4 Tell1t All Jun 8 

TT - Drag Chutes at Trans1en t Bases May 8 DE - Electrocution .. It May be the Shock of Your 

IT - Murphy·s Law May 8 L1fe Jun 13 

TT - Ouch! May 8 Radar Contact and Pilot Respons•b•llttes Jun 18 

TT - Phogged-Up Phantom M ay 8 N•ght of Iguana Oec 4 

IT - Aardvarks Get the B1rd May 9 Flight Before Chrtstmas Dec 16 

Cross Country Capers Or How I bombed at W1lly May 18 DE - Go1ng Home for the Holidays Dec 20 

Radar Contact and P1lot Respons•b•h t•es Jun 18 Index 1975 OEC 27 
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TITLE MONTH PAGE TITLE MONTH PAGE 

GENERAL 

LIFE SCIENCES 

IT- Change ts a Comm'l Jun 24 

Safety Versus Manhood Jul 12 PB - Coffee. Tea and Thee Jan 18 

Round Tuns Jul 15 PB - Self Med•cat•on Feb 18 

Farewell 10 lhe PACAF PROFESSIONAL Jul 16 PB - Decompresston Stckness Mar 18 

Btrds. Planes Vte for the Sky Aug 20 PB - Decompress•on Stckness ll Apr 10 

Dog's EJeCtion Seat Aug 26 PB - Decompress•on Stckness Ill May 24 

Ht-Jacked Aug 28 Fleagle May BC 
CT - The Great Survtval Ktt Boom - Conttnues Sep 15 PB-Oecompresston Stckness: Concluston Jun 22 
The Old Man and the Boy Sep 17 TT- Truth IS Stranger Than Ftction Jun 24 
I Dreamed I Walked on the Moon'" my Fleagle T-shtrt Sep 20 PB - The "Squeeze Box·· -- Jul 10 
Fleagle's Vacauon ... or How to Get a Buzz On Sep 22 PS - The SCUBA Scene Aug 24 
Ftre Preventton Week Oc1 10 PB - Ctrcadtan Rhythms Sep 12 
The FAC Oc1 16 PB - Ctrcad tan Rhythms (Part II) Oc1 12 
Teamwork and Acctdent Preventton Oct 20 Btorhythms --Are They a Waste of T1me? Nov 4 
Shack Insurance Oct 22 PB - How to Enlarge a Mess-Dress or. Get the Most 
DE - Ground Acc•dent of the Month Dept or . - Out of Your Diet Nov 24 
- Smokmg May be Hazardous to Your Health Oct 25 
DE - Protect Your Children Oct 25 LIFE SUPPORT 
The Acc•dent Board and Acc1dent PreventiOn Oct 26 
Reader Survey Oct 27 SC - F-15 Emergency Entrance Feb 14 

Roscoe Nov FC E1ect•on Vectors Mar 4 
Biorhythms -- Are They a Waste of T1me? Nov 4 Throw a Quarter on the Grass Apr 12 
Editor's F1le Pass the Word Nov tO F- 1 11 Scopew•zardry Apr 22 
n - MISidentified Target Nov 12 TI - Drag Chutes at Transient Bases May 8 
n - Ace of Aces Nov 12 Ouch ! May 8 
Help Wanted Nov 12 Radar Contact and Pilot Responsibilities Jun 18 
Funny Fotos Nov t6 Your B1g Change to Log a A•de m a Mart•n-Baker 
W•nter Weather Checklist Nov 20 Seat -- W ithout PreJUdice Oct 
The Passmg of a Frrend Nov 23 
CT - Murphy A1des Aga.n Nov 28 MAINTENANCE 
Good on Ya ' Nov 29 
Fleagle Nov sc CT - Clev1s Hook Failure Jan 14 
DE - Gomg Home for the Holidays Dec 20 CT - Why the F1re Bottle? Jan 15 
Fleagle Dec BC CT - StatiC Electnc1ty Jan 5 

CT- Tnm Pad FOD -- Intake Screen Seals Jan 15 
lgn111on . Then Fuel! Feb 9 

GROUND SAFETY CT- Stat•c Electr iCity Feb 24 
CT - Cleanmg Solvents Feb 24 

The Iceman Cometh Jan 12 CT- Trans•ent Alert -Inadvertent Canopy Jettison Feb 24 
CT- Clev•s Hook. Failure Jan 14 n - KC-97 Vs MD- 3 Mar 9 
CT - Why the F1re Bottle Jan 15 CT - F-4 Overserv1ced Struts Mar 12 
CT- Static ElectriCity Jan 15 CT- Pat-on-the-Back Mar 12 
CT - Tnm Pad FOD -- Intake Screen Seals Jan 15 CT- Phantom Phlanges Mar 12 
DE - Power Tool Safety Jan 20 CT- Don't Get Stepped on by an Eagle Apr 26 
DE- Safe Dnvmg T•ps -- E1ght Ou1Ck1es Jan 20 CT- Please Don't Feed the An•mals Apr 26 
VISibility Jan 21 CT - Sparks 1n the Cockpit Apr 27 
OE- Why 55? f eb 22 CT - 10 Commandments for Electrrc•ans Apr 27 
DE - Cham S_aws -- Use and M•suse feb 22 CT - Phantom Gets Screwed May 14 
n- Your Chute IS Show.ng Mar 8 CT- Bush•ng. Bushmg Who's Got the Bush1ng? May 14 
n - KC-97 Vs MD-3 Mar 9 CT- Las t Chance Makes Save May 14 
Your Severe Weather Plan Mar 20 CT - Overserv•ced Struts May 14 
DE - Electrocuuon .. It May be the Shock of Your CT - Intake Cover Blues May 15 
- L•fe Jun 13 M ILAP and Mamtenance Through the Ages Jun 10 
DE - Holiday Dnvmg Jul 21 CT- T-39 Jumps Chocks Jun 14 
DE - Don 't be Half Safe Jul 21 CT - Super Sabre Greml•ns Jun 14 
TI - Ground Emergen•ces Aug 10 IT - A-7 Pullofl Jun 25 
CT - Runaway Power Cart Sep 15 TI - Phantom Blows Top Jun 25 
CT- It Happened ?? Aga1n Sep 15 CT - Interrupted Checklist Jul 8 
CT- Oh No. Not Agam Sep 15 CT - W rong Bol ts Jul 8 
F1re Prevent1on Week Oct 10 CT - Van- lnterestmg Jul 8 
DE - Ground Acc1dent of the Month Dept o r . CT - If You Don't Report •t. •t Probably Won 't 
Smokmg May be Hazardous to Your Health Oct 25 - Get Fixed Jul 9 
DE - Protect Your Ch1ldren Oct 25 CT- Pruss1an Blue and You Aug 22 
Fleagle Oct BC CT- Battery F1re Aug 22 
DE - Flam.ng Sp1tf1re Nov 14 CT - Commumcat1ons Gap Aug 23 
DE - Out of the Frymg Pan . Nov 14 CT - You Can Lead a Horse to Water. but -- Aug 23 
DE - Gun Safety Nov 15 CT - Aardvark Gets Heartburn Aug 23 
DE - Con tro i-L•ne Electrocut•on Nov 15 TI - Drag Chute Goes TOY Sep 8 

TI - SOAP Team Almost Saves Sluf Oct 9 
HISTORICAL CT - Aircraft Fires Oct t 4 

CT - Eagle Droppings Oct 15 
The P-3 5 F1rst of a Breed Jan 24 CT - Rubbed the Wrong Way Oct 15 
Were Two Props Better Than One? Feb 10 CT - A Comedy of Errors Nov 28 
A Tnbute to the Mechan1c Mar 10 CT- For Want of a Natl Nov 28 
Reborn Camel Mar 14 CT- Wet W1res Nov 29 
T-28 Mar 16 TI - Tiger Saves T1ger Dec 8 
Llghtwe•ght Ftghter World War ll Style May 26 CT - Engme Spectallsts Make Pilots Smile Dec 
A-2 6 Jun 16 CT- W•thout Clothes tn the Land of Snows Oec 
Home of the F1ghter Sep 4 CT- Surv•va l Kit Blues Dec 
The FAC Oct 16 

MISSILE AND EXPLOSIVES SAFETY 
INSTRUMENTS 

CT - Mun•ttons Load Crews --Well Done Jan 14 
IT- Tanks a Lot Mar 9 I/IMI- Egress Explos•ves Safe ty Feb 26 
IT - Lame AIMS Apr 8 WI/V - S•te Plans Apr 15 
F- 1 1 1 Scopew•zardry Apr 22 Hazards of Explos1ves Oct 13 
Flash Goes Splash May 4 
n -Whtch Way IS Up? Jul 27 PERSONAL EQUIPMENT 
TI - Phantom Flyer Jul 27 
n - Ground EmergenCieS Aug 10 TI- Personal Equ1pment and You Mar 8 
TT - Voodoo Boo Boo Oct 8 TT - T-33 Catapult lntttator QUick-Disconnect Mar 9 
TT - Ah•tude Check Dec 8 TT - Old Dog Learns New Trtck Apr 8 
n - C-130 Nose Job Dec 9 Throw a Quarter on the Grass Apr 12 
Emergency S1tuat1on Tra~nmg Oec 10 Fleagle Apr BC 

TI - Preflight that Helmet! Nov 13 
LANDINGS 

TIRES 
TT - T-33 Fuel Shortage Feb 8 
TI - Skat.ng Phantom Apr 9 TI - Skattng Phantom Apr 9 
Throw a Quarter on the Grass Apr 12 TI - K1ck the Ttre and . Jun 25 
F- 111 Land1ng Dec 12 Hydroplaning 1n the F-4 Jul 4 
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While on a recent T-39 admin flight , I happened 
to catch sight of this strange aircraft parked in an 
alert area. The bird bore U. S. Air Force markings, 
bur it may have been a devious attempt to camou
flage a hi1her1o secret foreign entry (unsuccessful) in 
the A-7 / A-10 jlyoff Any readers having more data 
on !his aerial oddi1y should contact us with their 
explanalions - we'd like to share this '1ind" with the 
TAC ATTACK readership.- ED 

Editor-

For 13 years I have been reading AOA editorials 
by the T AC Chief of Safety. The vast majority have 
been uncontroversial motherhood approaches. 

Colonel Joe Moore's October point of view is a 
distinct departure from the norm. He is so correct 
and to the point that it hurts to see it in print. I 
wonder why we don't have those flight commanders 
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any more? Could it be that our personnel policies are 
working against operational objectives? 

As an afterthought , you might tell the lieutenant 
who thought the fun has gone out of flying to come 
sit at my desk for a week to improve his perspective. 

Major John C. Morrissey 
AF Representative, USACGSC 
Fort Leavenworth Kans 

Editor 

I would like to comment on two letters you 
printed in the October issue . First, the one regarding 
Col Moore's editorial about the fun having been 
taken out of flying. I agree. Flying in the Air Force 
isn't nearly the fun it once was . Just as enjoyable 
and perhaps more rewarding, but not as much fun. 
There's a hell of a d ifference. Recruiters haven't used 
"fun" as an inducement for potential Air Force pilots 
for years. We've long since passed the time when 
taxpayers can or should support our "flying for fun." 
Today's pilot should expect nothing more than an 
opportunity to apply himself to his job, to learn all 
he can about his airplane and its mission and to 
perform with it to the limit of his ability. There is a 
great pleasure in doing just that. But not fun. For 
fun, I recommend a Pitts . 

Secondly, regarding Capt Broyles' letter to "set the 
record straight" on the Phyz-Biz article in the 
August issue about SCUBA diving. With or without 
a typo, the original statement was correct. Divers 
can be "bent" following dives that are well within the 
no decompression limit of the U.S. Navy de
compression table. Those tables are based, among 
other things, on a standard ascent rate of 60 feet per 
minute. Faster ascents, as in a panic situation, can 
lead to the bends even though the time and depth 
exposure alone would indicate a safe dive. Further, 
drowning and air embolism and their causes are not 
related in any way to the depth or duration of a 
dive. The only criticism I would offer about the 
article would be with the inference that only novice 
divers are susceptible to the maladies listed. 

In keeping with Capt Broyles' statement of 
experience I qualification, I've been a licensed pilot 
for 34 years, a fighter pilot for 25 ; a SCUBA diver 
for 22 and a certified NAUI diving instructor for 8. 

Keep up the good work on a super good 
magazme. 

Lt Col Coy Austin 
HQ 9 AFjiGI 
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TFIC
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TOTAL ACFT. ACCIDENTS II I
MAJOR ACFT. ACCIDENTS

AIRCREW FATALITIES

TOTAL EJECTIONSEJECTIONS 10.-

SUCCESSFUL EJECTIONS

TAC
t

..,
OCT

Thru OCT
1975 1974

4 26 19

4 24 15

4 20 9

3 14 14

3- 11 12

ANG

OCT
Thru OCT
1975 1974

2

1

0

FIGHTER /RECCE WINGS

ACCIDENT-FREE MONTHS

58

43

40

28

21

4 TFW

0

TAC

127 TFW

31 TFW

56 TFW

27 TFW

ANG

TAC

14 16

12 16

8

6 6

5 4

ARES 11

OCT
Thru OCT
19/5 1974

0 0 6

0 0 4

0 0

2

1

OTHER UNITS
ACCIDENT-FREE MONTHS

154 130 SOG ANG

123 136 ARW A NG

115 143 SOG ANG

103 DET 1, D.C. ANG

79 135 TASG ANG

MAJOR ACCIDENT COMPARISON RATE 74-75
(BASED ON ACCIDENTS PER 100.000 HOURS FLYING TIME)

74 4,5 5.4 5.6 4.5 4.0 3.6 3.1 3.2 3.0 2.9 2.8 3.2
TAC

75 7.9 5.4 3.6 2.6 3.1 3.5 5.2 6.4 6.0 6.5

74 7.2 8.6 8.2 5.7 6.0 6.3 7.6 6.6 6.3 6.4 6.9 6.4
ANG

75 5.3 2.8 5.3 3.7 4.7 6.8 5.9 5.1 5.1 5.4

AFRES
74 0 16.4 8.9 8.8 6.7 5.3 5.8 5.0 4.3 3.8 3.5 3.3

75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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